
CONNECT & NURTURE

Build that list





Launch Pro Tip

A small list that wants your offers is 
better than a huge list who don’t. 

Small but mighty!



★ Transferrable 
★ Not going out of fashion 
★ Free traffic 
★ Protect your biggest asset

Connect 
& Nurture Why build an email list
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Give them  
something cool



Give them  
something cool

They’ll give you 
 their heart



Give them  
something cool

They give you 
their email address





★ Simple version first time, THEN invest more time and money 
★ Use templates first, THEN invest more time and money 
★ Test it first, THEN invest more time and money!!

List  
Building My golden rules



★ Easy to consume 
★ Gives a quick win 
★ The next obvious step 
★ Something juicy they really want 
★ Helps them on their path to where they want to be

List  
Building Your freebie must be



7 ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
OF A 

CHALLENGE LAUNCH
that sells

W W W . L A U R A P H I L L I P S . C O . U K

Digital Products 
Cheatsheet
Hi there. So you’re interested in how to 
come up with ideas for digital products? 
 
Let me share some pointers on the 
research stage...

L A U R A  P H I L L I P S

D I G I T A L  S T R A T E G Y  C O A C H 
1. Don’t disappear 

Just because you’re having a rest, or you’re not in launch mode, it doesn’t mean you should disappear o! the face of 
the planet! Make sure you’re putting out the regular scheduled social media posts and valuable content. Is it really 
THAT hard to do a quick livestream and answer some of your audiences biggest questions?! Don’t be that person 
who only sends emails when you HAVE to launch, schedule in some valuable emails to stay top of mind. 

2. Collect case studies / testimonials 

When gearing up for your next launch, make sure you reach out to all your customers for success stories. Don’t 
discount the small ones because it's in those stories, that you can find the GOLD that inspires people to take the 
first step in working with you. Find a great mix of levels of success, ranging from small wins to colossal successes. 

3. Share stories about people using your product / service  

The best way to capture new audiences, engage your community and create content that speaks to them… telling 
stories and in-between launches you can be telling stories about what’s happening behind the scenes. The great 
thing about sharing stories is that because they are yours to share, its easy to find your flow with the video and you 
don't need a full script - just bullets to follow. 

4. Be smart with your time  

If you’re intentionally taking time o! to rest before a launch, then do be smart with the time you do get to yourself. 
Take care of your health, get rid of any personal admin and do all those projects that you’ve been wanting to so that 
when you DO come back… you’re absolutely CHOMPING at the bit and have nothing you actually CAN do when 
you’re thinking about procrastinating. It can be a challenge getting back into the swing of things so avoid getting 
derailed by being fully prepared for a period of laser focus.  

5. Create your launch content  

Now is the time to create your launch content - videos, banners, emails, social media posts and sales copy. The more 
you prep now, the less launch stress you’ll have but me mindful you’re not delaying launch “because you’re not 
ready” - that can be worse than being rushed to create launch content! 

www.lovetolaunch.com

10 things you must do between launches for more launch success



Search pinterest for “x” printables...



Do it yourself

Word or Pages PDF Export
PUBLISHING TOOLS

Canva is free
ONLINE TOOLS

Outsource

People Per Hour 
Fiverr 

£15-£25

BASIC DESIGN 

Creative Market
TEMPLATES

Custom template design 

£50-100 max

CUSTOM DESIGN
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★ Brainstorm “next steps” solutions to the subjects I’m creating content for 
★ Plan out freebie into sections & split into bullets 
★ Write the copy (before I even think design!) 
★ Proof-read & share copy for feedback 
★ Find a template & free stock images 
★ Then place copy into template

List  
Building Lead magnet creation process



Story 
templates

Clickable 
captions

Voice note 
scripts

IG bio 
checklist

How to use Instagram to win clients...



★ Find some examples (Pinterest is GREAT for this!) 
★ Place the job on Upwork or People Per Hour 
★ Advertise “Create branded PDF” 
★ Beware cheap overseas designers 
★ Cost $20-$50 depending on complexity 
★ Ask them to create you a 3D mockup too

List  
Building If you’re outsourcing...





#DoTheWork
GET YOUR FREEBIE CREATED


